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Abstract
Cluster analysis lies at the core of most unsupervised learning tasks. However, the majority
of clustering algorithms depend on the all-in assumption, in which all objects belong to some
cluster, and perform poorly on minority clustering tasks, in which a small fraction of signal
data stands against a majority of noise.
The approaches proposed so far for minority clustering are supervised: they require the
number and distribution of the foreground and background clusters. In supervised learning and
all-in clustering, combination methods have been successfully applied to obtain distribution-free
learners, even from the output of weak individual algorithms.
In this report, we present a novel ensemble minority clustering algorithm, Ewocs, suitable
for weak clustering combination, and provide a theoretical proof of its properties under a loose
set of constraints. The validity of the assumptions used in the proof is empirically assessed
using a collection of synthetic datasets.
Keywords: Minority clustering, ensemble clustering, unsupervised clustering.
 Introduction
The amount of data available in digital form is increasing every day. Given the expensive costs of
human inspection (and annotation), unsupervised approaches to mining these data become more
and more paramount.
Cluster analysis lies at the core of most unsupervised learning tasks. Jain et al. () define
clustering as “the organization of a collection of patterns [. . . ] into clusters based on similarity.
Intuitively, patterns within a valid cluster are more similar to each other than they are to a pattern
belonging to a different cluster ”. In addition to pattern, each element to be clustered has also
received the names of “object, record, point, vector, [. . . ] event, case, sample, observation, or
entity” (Tan et al., , ch. ). We will stick to the term object thorough this report.
In this the most common setting, it is assumed that all objects belong to some cluster. Even if
several surveys have reviewed the vast literature on clustering methods (Dubes and Jain, ; Jain
et al., ; Xu and Wunsch, ), so far they all have focused on this standard task, which can be
named all-in clustering. Two of the most widely used methods to solve it are the distance-based k-
means (MacQueen, ) and the probabilistic-model-based Expectation-Maximization (Dempster
et al., ) algorithms.
However, there is a number of situations in which the data are known not to fit neatly within
this all-in assumption. In such cases, we know there is a fraction of data which are neither similar
to one another nor to the data within the clusters. Often, these data will correspond to a certain
form of noise and should hence be separated from the sought regular clusters, which constitute the
signal. Within this alternative setting, a number of different tasks can be identified according to
the characteristics of the data and the aim of the task itself.
In one of these tasks, the all-in clustering goal is preserved, but the data are known to contain
a small fraction of noise. This has been called the robust clustering task (Davé and Krishnapuram,
). To solve it, some authors have proposed changes to standard clustering methods to make
them more robust to the presence of noise. The replacement of the centroid calculation in k-
means by that of medoids in the k-medoids or partitioning about medoids (PAM; Kaufman and
Rousseeuw, , Ch. ) algorithm, or the use of mixtures of Student t distributions instead of
Gaussian ones (Peel and McLachlan, ) are examples of work in this direction.
In other approaches to the task, robustness is increased by explicitly incorporating a noise
cluster, often with different properties from the regular signal clusters. For instance, distance-based
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Figure : Sample Toy minority clustering dataset
methods have been extended to incorporate an ideal noise prototype, “a universal entity such that
it is always at the same distance from every point in the data-set” (Davé, ); and model-based
clustering methods have been proposed which incorporate, among a mixture of otherwise Gaussian
components, an extra one with a Poisson (Banfield and Raftery, ) or uniform (Guillemaud and
Brady, ; Biernacki et al., , §..) distribution to account for noise.
A last family of approaches is that of algorithms specifically devised for robust clustering, such
as BIRCH (Zhang et al., ) or DBSCAN (Ester et al., ).
It is worth noticing that there is a number of related tasks which share this setting, such as
one-class classification or learning (Moya et al., ; Schölkopf et al., ; Tax and Duin, )
and outlier detection (Hodge and Austin, ; Chandola et al., ). In both cases, there is also
a dataset containing both signal and a fraction of noise objects. However, the focus of these tasks
shifts away from that of clustering, becoming the estimation of a model which covers the signal
objects in the former, and the detection of the objects that significantly deviate from the rest in
the latter.
Nevertheless, there is still another setting to be considered. In some cases, there will only be a
minority of signal objects, standing against the majority of noise. Most often, the signal objects
will be embedded within the noise ones, becoming respectively foreground and background objects,
and the distinction between the former and the latter must be done on grounds of density criteria.
In the literature, this task has been compared to “clustering needles in a haystack ” (Ando, ),
and has received names such as one-class clustering (Crammer and Chechik, ), density-based
clustering (Gupta and Ghosh, ) or minority detection (Ando and Suzuki, ). As a catchall
term, in this report we will refer to this setting and task as minority clustering.
Even if this new task is related to the previously presented ones, the reversal of the signal-to-
noise ratio can make existing approaches unsuitable. For instance, Crammer and Chechik ()
give insights into why existing one-class classification approaches, which are tailored to finding
large-scale structures, may be unable to identify small and locally dense regions embedded in
noise. Empirical comparisons have also stated the low performance exhibited by all-in and robust
clustering methods in the minority clustering task (Gupta and Ghosh, ).
However, to the best of our knowledge, all the methods proposed so far require as an input the
distribution of the foreground clusters or both the foreground clusters and the background noise,
either in the form of a probability distribution or, equivalently, of a divergence metric. This can
become a significant issue when facing large amounts of data coming from a new and unexplored
domain, whose distribution may be completely unknown.
A Bregman divergence induces a probability distribution of the exponential family (Banerjee et al., )

. Ensemble Minority Clustering
In the context of supervised learning, combination methods have been successfully used to overcome
the limitations of individual algorithms. They provide a way to obtain distribution-free learners able
to perform competitively across a wide spectrum of learning problems, even from the combination
of the outputs of weak learning algorithms (Freund and Schapire, ). More recently, a number
of combination methods have appeared for all-in clustering (e.g., Strehl and Ghosh, ; Topchy
et al., , ; Gionis et al., ). Among them, Topchy et al. () introduced the idea of
using an ensemble of weak, almost random, clusterings to obtain a high-quality consensus clustering.
In this report, we present an unsupervised minority clustering approach, Ensemble Weak mi-
nOrity Cluster Scoring (Ewocs), based on weak-clustering combination. In it, a number of weak
clusterings is generated, and the information coming from each one of them is combined to obtain a
score for each object. A threshold separating foreground from background objects is then inferred
from the distribution of these scores. We have been able to find a theoretical proof of the properties
of the proposed method, and we have considered a number of criteria by which the threshold value
can be determined. Finally, we have assessed the validity of the assumptions used in our proof
empirically, using a collection of synthetic datasets.
The Ewocs algorithm has already been used in the real-world task of relation detection—
which was reduced to a minority clustering problem (Gonzàlez and Turmo, ). However, we
now provide a formalization of the approach, as a minority clustering algorithm by itself, and an
study of its theoretical properties—which were both missing from our previous work.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. Section  gives an overview of related work in the
fields of minority clustering and clustering combination. Next, Section  contains a description of the
Ewocs approach, particularly the derivation of a minority clustering algorithm whose properties are
theoretically proved under a set of conditions. The obtained algorithm has a number of components
which allow different implementations: Section  briefly discusses the possibility of using weak
clustering algorithms within Ewocs, whereas Section  sketches methods by which the threshold
score can be determined. Section  contains the details and results of an empirical evaluation of the
degree to which one particular weak clustering family satisfies the requirements to be used within
Ewocs. Finally, Section  draws conclusions of our work.
Given that some readers might not be familiar with the terminology from fuzzy set theory, an
Appendix contains, for reference, brief definitions for the concepts that are used in our work.
 Related Work
One of the first works to identify the minority clustering task in opposition to that of one-class
classification is that of Crammer and Chechik (). The authors formalize the problem in terms
of the Information Bottleneck principle (IB; Tishby et al., ), and provide a sequential algorithm
to solve this one-class IB problem. Given a Bregman divergence (Bregman, ) as a generalized
measure of object discrepancy, and a fixed radius value, the OC-IB method outputs a centroid
for a single dense cluster. The foreground cluster consists of the objects which fall inside the
Bregmanian ball of given radius centered around the given centroid. More recently, Crammer et al.
() propose a different algorithm for the same model, based in rate-distortion theory and the
Blahut-Arimoto algorithm (Blahut, ; Arimoto, ), and extend it to allow for more than one
cluster.
In a different direction, Gupta and Ghosh () reformulate the problem in terms of cost,
defined as the sum of divergences from the cluster centroid to each sample within it, and extend
the OC-IB method to avoid local minima. A triad of methods (HOCC, BBOCC and Hyper-
BB) is proposed. However, the requirement of an a priori determination of the cluster radius (or
equivalently, size) is not removed, and the output remains a single ball-shaped cluster.
To overcome this second limitation, Gupta and Ghosh () propose Bregman Bubble Clus-
tering (BBC), as a generalization of BBOCC to several clusters. However, the number of such
clusters must still be given a priori, as well as the desired joint cluster size. The authors also
propose a soft clustering version of BBC, as well as a unified framework between all-in Bregman
clustering (Banerjee et al., ) and BBC, in all their hard and soft versions.
The work of Ando and Suzuki () is similar to previous ones in that it also uses the In-
formation Bottleneck principle as a criterion to identify a single minority cluster. However, the

method is more general in the sense that it allows arbitrary distributions, not only those induced
by Bregman divergences, as foreground and background. Ando () extends this last proposal,
allowing multiple foreground clusters, and also provides a unifying framework of which not only the
task of minority clustering, but also those of outlier detection and one-class learning, are particular
cases.
Regarding clustering combination, the formalization of the most usual setting, ensemble clus-
tering, is due to Strehl and Ghosh (). The authors define the ensemble clustering task as that
of “combining multiple partitionings of a set of objects without accessing the original features”. The
authors also propose a set of algorithms for ensemble clustering (CSPA, HGPA and MCLA), all
based on reduction to graph- and hypergraph-partitioning problems, as well as a criterion function
to select the best one among the clusterings produced by them.
Following this same ensemble setting, the method of Gionis et al. () starts by building a
correlation matrix between all pairs of objects in the data. The value of each entry is the fraction
of clusterings in the ensemble in which the two objects are clustered together. This reduces the
problem of ensemble clustering to that of correlation clustering. The sought consensus clustering is
the one which minimizes disagreement with respect to each clustering in the ensemble. Given that
this is a hard combinatorial problem, a number of approximate correlation clustering algorithms
(Balls, Agglomerative, Furthest) are proposed, even if the proof of approximation ratio is given for
only the first one. Additionally, a local search procedure is devised which can improve the result
obtained by the approximate algorithms.
Finally, Topchy et al. () propose two more approaches to the same problem, based on mix-
ture modelling and information theory, respectively. The former is solved using the EM algorithm,
whereas for the latter k-means is used. However, this work is remarkable because it introduces the
idea of weak clustering ensemble: instead of resorting to strong clustering algorithms to obtain the
different individual clusterings to be later combined, the authors propose the use of a larger number
of inexpensive weak clusterers, where a weak clustering algorithm is defined as one which “produces
a partition, which is only slightly better than a random partition of the data”. More specifically,
a random hyperplane separator and a run of k-means on a random subspace of the data are used
with this goal.
 Ewocs
This section presents our Ensemble Weak minOrity Cluster Scoring (Ewocs) algorithm to solve
the task of minority clustering.
First Section . defines our setting for the task of minority clustering. Section . presents,
from a theoretical point of view, the scoring scheme that lies at the core of our method. Sections .
and . then study the conditional probability distributions of the assigned scores: the first one on
a single dataset; the second, across multiple dataset samplings. Next, Section . introduces the
concept of consistent clustering, and shows how, when using clustering functions from a consistent
family, an inequality on the score expectations for foreground and background objects can be es-
tablished. This inequality will allow us to obtain as a corollary, in Section ., a generic algorithmic
procedure for minority clustering, based on the proposed scores. Finally, it is also possible to obtain
a clustering model using this algorithm: its construction and application is described in the last
Section ..
. Task Setting
Assume we have a finite set of kˆ generative distributions or sources Ψ = {ψ1 . . . ψkˆ}, with a priori
probabilities {α1 . . . αkˆ}. Assume we also have a dataset X = {x1 . . . xn} of size n, which has been
sampled from Ψ. Each object xi will be generated by one of the sources in Ψ, and we can hence
consider a set Y of hidden variables, with each yi ∈ Ψ containing the source which generated the
corresponding xi.
Without loss of generality, we will name the first of those sources, ψ1, the background source; and
the objects generated by it, the background objects. The rest of sources and objects shall be named
the foreground sources (whose set will be denoted as Ψ+) and the foreground objects, respectively.
In the setting we are interested in, we can make two assumptions which can be stated as follows:

Density Foreground sources are dense, i.e., objects generated by the same foreground source are
more similar to each other than to those generated by the background source.
Locality Foreground sources are local, i.e., objects generated by different foreground sources are
as similar to each other as they are to those generated by the background source
These assumptions are similar to those in other works, for instance, those of atypicalness and local
distribution defined by Ando ().
We can then define:
Definition  (Hard partitional clustering)
A hard (partitional) clustering Π of dataset X is a partition Π = {pi1 . . . pik} of X whose
aim is to maximize a certain criterion function F . Each one of the subsets pic ∈ Π is a hard
cluster.
Definition  (Soft partitional clustering)
A soft (partitional) clustering Π of dataset X is a fuzzy pseudopartition Π = {pi1 . . . pik}
of X whose aim is to maximize a certain criterion function F . Each one of the fuzzy subsets
pic ∈ Π is a soft cluster.
Remark A hard clustering can be seen as a particular case of soft clustering where the
grade of membership of a certain xi to the pic is zero for all but exactly one cluster, for
which the grade is one.
We can also assume we have a (possibly infinite) family of clustering functions F . From them,
a sequence of functions (f1 . . .) are independently drawn at random, with a certain probability
density. When applied to the dataset, each fr will produce a soft clustering Πr = {pir1 . . . pirkr}
with a number kr of clusters.
. Per-Clustering Scoring
After clustering function fr is applied, the cluster size and object scores can be calculated from the
output clustering Πr.
Definition  (Cluster size)
The size of cluster pirc is the sum of the grade of membership to the cluster of all objects in
the dataset:
size(pirc) = ∑
xi∈X grade(xi, pirc) ()
Definition  (Object score)
The score of an object xi by clustering function fr is
sri = ∑
pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ size(pirc) ()
i.e., the sum of the sizes of the output clusters, weighted by the grade of membership of xi to
each one of them.
An additional concept will turn out to be of much importance later.
Definition  (Co-occurrence vector)
The co-occurrence vector for object xi and clustering function fr is c⃗ri = [cri1 . . . crin]T ,
where each component crij is
crij = ∑
pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ grade(xj , pirc) ()
Following the definitions of Bezdek () and Klir and Yuan () (see Definition B in the Appendix).
The result is also valid for hard clustering families, being a particular case of soft clustering.

Remark Using the co-occurrence vector, the score of object xi by clustering function
fr can be written as
sri = ∑
pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ size(pirc)= ∑
pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ ∑xj∈X grade(xj , pirc)= ∑
pirc∈Πr ∑xj∈X grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ grade(xj , pirc)= ∑
xj∈X ∑pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ grade(xj , pirc)= ∑
xj∈X crij
From its definition, we can infer that the co-occurrence vector will satisfy the following property:
Proposition 
The values of the entries crij in the co-occurrence vector belong to the interval [0,1].
Proof By the properties of fuzzy pseudopartitions, and hence of soft clusterings, we
know that ∀xi ∶ ∑
pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) = 1
The product of two of these terms, which will also be equal to 1, can be expressed as
1 = ⎛⎝ ∑pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc)⎞⎠ ⋅ ⎛⎝ ∑pirc∈Πr grade(xj , pirc)⎞⎠= ∑
pirc,pirc′∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ grade(xj , pirc′)= ∑
pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ grade(xj , pirc) + ∑pirc,pirc′∈Πr
pirc≠pirc′
grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ grade(xj , pirc′)
= crij +▽crij
Given that the grade of membership is by definition non-negative, all pairwise products
of grades will also be non-negative—and, being sums of pairwise products, both crij and▽crij will at their turn be non-negative too: 0 ≤ crij ,▽crij .
Finally, given that crij and ▽crij are two non-negative terms adding up to 1, it is
clear that neither of them can exceed this value: crij ,▽crij ≤ 1. Hence, as we wanted
to prove, 0 ≤ crij ≤ 1 ∎
Rather than considering a single application of one clustering function fr ∈ F on X , we will
mainly be concerned with aggregating the results over a number R of repetitions of the process. In
this context, we can define:
Definition  (Average co-occurrence vector)
The sequence of average co-occurrence vectors for object xi is (c⃗⋆1i . . .), where each com-
ponent of c⃗⋆Ri = [c⋆Ri1 . . . c⋆Rin]T is
c⋆Rij = 1R R∑r=1 crij ()
Definition  (Average score)
The sequence of average scores of object xi is (s⋆1i, s⋆2i . . .), where each s⋆Ri is
s⋆Ri = 1R R∑r=1 sri ()
See Definition B in the Appendix.
See Definition A in the Appendix.

Remark Using average co-occurrence vectors, the average score of object xi can be
expressed as
s⋆Ri = 1R R∑r=1 sri = 1R R∑r=1 ∑xj∈X crij = ∑xj∈X 1R
R∑
r=1 crij = ∑xj∈X c⋆Rij
It is interesting to note that
Proposition 
The sri are linear transformations of c⃗ri, and the s⋆Ri are linear transformations of c⃗⋆Ri.
Proof Using an all-ones vector,
sri = 1⃗T ⋅ c⃗ri = [ 1 1 ⋯ 1 ] ⋅ [ cri1 cri2 ⋯ crin ]T = ∑
xj∈X crij
s⋆Ri = 1⃗T ⋅ c⃗⋆Ri = [ 1 1 ⋯ 1 ] ⋅ [ c⋆Ri1 c⋆Ri2 ⋯ c⋆Rin ]T = ∑
xj∈X c
⋆
Rij ∎
. Dataset-Conditioned Distribution
The dataset X and clustering function fr uniquely determine the values for the co-occurrence vectors
c⃗ri, and hence for all other values considered in the previous Section. However, as the selection of fr
is not deterministic, the crij can be regarded as random variables, and their conditional distribution
across clustering functions, given a certain dataset X , can be considered.
As the selection of each fr is independent from the others, the values of the crij for different r
will also be. The c⃗ri for different r will hence be independent and identically distributed random
vectors, with a common expectation vector µ⃗i and covariance matrix Σi. We will refer to each
element, µij , of µ⃗i as the affinity of xi and xj .
Definition  (Object affinity)
The affinity of objects xi and xj is the conditional expectation of crij given X ,
µij = E[crij ∣ X ] ()
Remark Being the expectations of the crij , with crij ∈ [0,1], the affinities µij will also
fall in the [0,1] interval.
We can additionally define
Definition  (Object expected score)
The expected score of object xi is the conditional expectation of sri given X ,
µi = E[sri ∣ X ] ()
It is then easy to successively prove that
Proposition 
The value of the expected score µi of object xi is
µi = E[sri ∣ X ] = ∑
xj∈X µij ()
Proof As sri is the sum of the crij , its conditional expectation is
µi = E[sri ∣ X ] = E[ ∑
xj∈X crij ∣ X ] = ∑xj∈X E[crij ∣ X ] = ∑xj∈X µij
Remark Being the sum of n = ∣X ∣ terms within the interval [0,1], the value of µi
will fall in the interval [0, n]. In order to make scores across differently-sized datasets
comparable, we will also consider a normalized expected score µ¯i, defined as µ¯i =
µi/n.

Proposition 
As the number of repetitions R increases, the conditional distributions of the average co-
occurrence vectors c⃗⋆Ri approach a multivariate Gaussian distribution with expectation µ⃗i and
covariance matrix Σi/R.
Proof As the crij are independent and identically distributed for different r, by the
multivariate central limit theorem we know that the sequence
√
R( 1
R
R∑
r=1 c⃗ri − µ⃗i) = √R (c⃗⋆Ri − µ⃗i)
converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian distribution with expectation µ⃗i
and covariance matrix Σi. Hence, for large enough R,√
R (c⃗⋆Ri − µ⃗i) ≈ N (0,Σi)
c⃗⋆Ri − µ⃗i ≈ N (0,Σi/R)
c⃗⋆Ri ≈ N (µ⃗i,Σi/R) ∎
Proposition 
As the number of repetitions R increases, the conditional distributions of the average scores
s⋆Ri approach a Gaussian distribution with expectation µi.
Proof Being linear transformations of random vectors c⃗⋆Ri approaching a multivariate
Gaussian distribution, the s⋆Ri also approach a Gaussian distribution
s⋆Ri = 1⃗T ⋅ c⃗⋆Ri ≈ N (1⃗T ⋅ µ⃗i, (Σ⋆Ri)2) ∎
with a certain variance (Σ⋆Ri)2. The conditional expectation of these variables hence
converges to
lim
R→∞E[s⋆Ri ∣ X ] = 1⃗T ⋅ µ⃗i = ∑xj∈X µij = µi
. Sampling Distribution
We can now proceed to consider the distribution of the scores across multiple samplings of the
dataset X . In particular, we will first focus on the distribution of the affinity µij between objects
xi and xj , conditioned to their being respectively generated by a certain pair of sources ψs and
ψt—a measure which we shall name the affinity of the two sources, ζst.
Definition  (Source affinity)
The affinity of sources ψs and ψt is the conditional expectation of the object affinity µij,
given that yi = ψs and yj = ψt, across all datasets X sampled from Ψ:
ζst = E[µij ∣ yi = ψs, yj = ψt]
A particular case of affinity is that of ψt = ψs, which we shall name the self-affinity ζss of source ψs.
We can now also consider the conditional expectation of the normalized expected scores µ¯i for
objects from source ψs.
Definition  (Source normalized expected score)
The normalized expected score of a source ψs is the conditional expectation of the nor-
malized expected score µ¯i of objects xi generated by ψs, across all datasets X sampled from
Ψ:
ζs = E[µ¯i ∣ yi = ψs]
This newly defined score satisfies that:

Proposition 
The value of the normalized expected score ζs for a source ψs is
ζs = ∑
ψt∈Ψαt ⋅ ζst
Proof The value of µ¯i is
µ¯i = 1
n
µi = 1
n
∑
xj∈X µij
The conditional expectation of µ¯i across samplings of X for which ∣X ∣ = n can then be
found as
E[µ¯i ∣ yi = ψs, ∣X ∣ = n] = E ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1n ∑xj∈X µij
RRRRRRRRRRRR yi = ψs, ∣X ∣ = n
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 1
n
E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑xj∈X µij
RRRRRRRRRRRR yi = ψs, ∣X ∣ = n
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Assuming the xj ∈ X are independent and identically distributed, and using the law of
total expectation, this can be expressed as
E[µ¯i ∣ yi = ψs, ∣X ∣ = n] = 1
n
∑
xj∈X E [µij ∣ yi = ψs, ∣X ∣ = n]= 1
n
∑
xj∈X ∑ψt∈ΨP (yj = ψt) ⋅E [µij ∣ yi = ψs, yj = ψt, ∣X ∣ = n]= 1
n
∑
xj∈X ∑ψt∈Ψαt ⋅E[µij ∣ yi = ψs, yj = ψt, ∣X ∣ = n]= 1
n
∑
ψt∈Ψαt ⋅E[µij ∣ yi = ψs, yj = ψt, ∣X ∣ = n] ⋅ ∑xj∈X 1= 1
n
∑
ψt∈Ψαt ⋅E[µij ∣ yi = ψs, yj = ψt, ∣X ∣ = n] ⋅ n= ∑
ψt∈Ψαt ⋅E[µij ∣ yi = ψs, yj = ψt, ∣X ∣ = n]
Finally, assuming independence of normalized expected scores and source affinities with
respect to dataset size n, and plugging the definition of the latter into the above formula,
we obtain the desired result:
E[µ¯i ∣ yi = ψs, ∣X ∣ = n] = ∑
ψt∈Ψαt ⋅E[µij ∣ yi = ψs, yj = ψt, ∣X ∣ = n]
ζs = E[µ¯i ∣ yi = ψs] = ∑
ψt∈Ψαt ⋅E[µij ∣ yi = ψs, yj = ψt] = ∑ψt∈Ψαt ⋅ ζst ∎
. Consistent Clustering
We will now impose some conditions on the used clustering families, with respect to how they
preserve the density and locality of the sources in Ψ. We will start by considering the detectability
of a source by a clustering family:
Definition  (Source detectability)
Given a set of sources Ψ and a clustering family F , a foreground source ψs ∈ Ψ+ is detectable
by F if and only if its normalized expected score ζs is larger than that ζ1 of the background
source ψ1.

Proposition  (Detectability criterion)
Given a set of sources Ψ and a clustering family F , a foreground source ψs ∈ Ψ+ is detectable
by F if and only if:
αs ⋅ (ζss − ζ1s) > α1 ⋅ (ζ11 − ζs1) + ∑
ψt∈Ψ+
ψt≠ψs
αt ⋅ (ζ1t − ζst)
Proof From the definition of detectability and Proposition ,
ζs > ζ1∑
ψt∈Ψαt ⋅ ζst > ∑ψt∈Ψαt ⋅ ζ1t
αs ⋅ ζss + α1 ⋅ ζs1 + ∑
ψt∈Ψ+
ψt≠ψs
αt ⋅ ζst > αs ⋅ ζ1s + α1 ⋅ ζ11 + ∑
ψt∈Ψ+
ψt≠ψs
αt ⋅ ζ1t
αs ⋅ (ζss − ζ1s) > α1 ⋅ (ζ11 − ζs1) + ∑
ψt∈Ψ+
ψt≠ψs
αt ⋅ (ζ1t − ζst) ∎
Remark This arrangement of the terms in the difference ζs − ζ1 is intended to capture
the degree to which the clustering family captures the density and locality properties of
the data in the minority clustering setting:
• For dense sources, self-affinity should be much larger than affinity to the back-
ground source. Therefore, the value of the left-side term should be large.
• For local sources, affinity to the background source and to other foreground sources
should not be much different than their affinity to the background source itself.
Therefore, the value of the right-side term should be small.
If a clustering family respects the density and locality of all foreground sources in a set, all of
them will be detectable. In this case, the family is said to be consistent with the source set:
Definition  (Clustering family consistency)
Given a set of sources Ψ, a clustering family F is consistent with Ψ if and only if all
foreground sources ψs ∈ Ψ+ are detectable by F .
The importance of detectable sources and consistent families lies in the fact that:
Theorem 
Given a dataset X sampled from a set of sources Ψ and a consistent clustering family F ,
for a sufficiently large number of repetitions R, the expected value of the average score s∗Ri of
objects xi generated by a foreground source ψs ∈ Ψ+ is larger than the expected value of the
average scores s∗Rj of objects xj generated by the background source ψ1.
Proof Using n = ∣X ∣, replacing the definitions of the different used quantities, and
applying properties of the expectation, we know that, if ψs is detectable,
ζs > ζ1
n ⋅ ζs > n ⋅ ζ1
n ⋅E[µ¯i ∣ yi = ψs] > n ⋅E[µ¯j ∣ yj = ψ1]
Assuming independence on the size of the dataset X ,
n ⋅E[µ¯i ∣ yi = ψs, ∣X ′∣ = n] > n ⋅E[µ¯j ∣ yj = ψ1, ∣X ′∣ = n]
n ⋅E[µi/n ∣ yi = ψs, ∣X ′∣ = n] > n ⋅E[µj/n ∣ yj = ψ1, ∣X ′∣ = n]
n ⋅E[E[s⋆Ri ∣ yi = ψs,X ′, ∣X ′∣ = n]]/n > n ⋅E[E[s⋆Rj ∣ yj = ψ1,X ′, ∣X ′∣ = n]]/n
E[s⋆Ri ∣ yi = ψs,X ′, ∣X ′∣ = n] > E[s⋆Rj ∣ yj = ψ1,X ′, ∣X ′∣ = n]
which, assuming independence again, leads to
E[s⋆Ri ∣ yi = ψs,X ] > E[s⋆Rj ∣ yj = ψ1,X ] ∎

Algorithm  Ensemble Weak minOrity Cluster Scoring (Ewocs)
Input: A dataset X
Input: A consistent clustering family F
Input: An ensemble size R
Output: A hard minority clustering Π of X
: Initialize the accumulated scores of all objects xi to zero,
s+i = 0
: For r = 1 to R do
: Draw a clustering function fr at random from F ,
fr ∈ F
: Apply fr to obtain clustering Πr,
Πr = fr(X )
: Find cluster sizes,
size(pirc) = ∑
xi∈X grade(xi, pirc)
: Update the accumulated scores of each object,
s+i ← s+i + sri = s+i + ∑
pirc∈Πr grade(xi, pirc) ⋅ size(pirc)
: Find the final average scores of each object,
s⋆Ri = s+iR
: Determine a threshold s⋆th separating the scores,
s⋆th = find_threshold(s⋆R1 . . . s⋆Rn)
: Create the foreground and background clusters, pif and pib,
pif = {xi ∣ s⋆Ri ≥ s⋆th}
pib = {xi ∣ s⋆Ri < s⋆th}
: Return The minority clustering Π = {pib, pif}
. Algorithm
A corollary of this last Theorem  is
Corollary 
Given a dataset X sampled from a set of sources Ψ, and using a clustering family F which
is consistent with Ψ, we can devise an algorithmic procedure to obtain a minority clustering
of X .
Proof Given a dataset X , we can apply a sequence of clustering functions fr, drawn
from F , and find the average score s⋆Ri for each object xi ∈ X . The expected value of
the average scores of the background objects will be lower than that of the foreground
ones. If a suitable threshold value is determined, we will be able to discriminate most
foreground and background objects according to their score. ∎
The resulting algorithm, which we have named Ensemble Weak minOrity Cluster Scoring
(Ewocs), is described in Algorithm .
The first step of Ewocs is the initialization of an auxiliary array, which will contain the accu-
mulated scores s+i of all objects, to zero (line ). The main loop is then entered (lines –). The

number of iterations of this loop, R, determines the ensemble size and is a user-supplied parameter.
Larger values of R are expected to yield better results, but at the expense of a larger computational
cost.
At each iteration, a clustering function fr is drawn at random from family F (line ) and is then
applied to dataset X to obtain a clustering Πr (line ). The size of each cluster pirc in clustering
Πr is then found (line ), and then the score of each object, as defined in Equation , is found and
added to the accumulated score s+i (line ).
When the main loop is over, the final average score of each object, s⋆Ri is found from the final
accumulated score s+i and the ensemble size R (line ). From the distribution of these scores s⋆Ri,
a threshold value s⋆th which separates the scores of the foreground and the background objects is
inferred (line ). At this point, the only steps that remain are separating the objects according
to their scores into a foreground and a background cluster (line ) and returning the resulting
clustering (line ).
The obtained Ewocs algorithm has a number of components which allow different implementa-
tions: neither the consistent clustering function family F (line ) nor the method for the determi-
nation of the threshold score separating foreground and background objects (line ) are specified.
As mentioned in the introduction, the following two sections,  and , give brief insights into each
one of these two issues, respectively.
. Clustering Model
Some algorithms are only devised to build a clustering of a input dataset, and do not provide any
device to determine the hypothetical assignments of new objects to one of the obtained clusters.
This is the case, for instance, of most hierarchical (including HAC) and ensemble clustering (such as
Ghosh et al., ; Gionis et al., ) algorithms. However, most popular partitional methods—
starting with k- and c-means, and continuing with all probabilistic mixture algorithms—provide,
as a byproduct of the clustering process, a clustering model which may then be later used as a
classification model for new data, after identifying the obtained clusters with classes.
In the case of Ewocs, if the functions in the used family F provide models together with
the clusterings when applied to dataset X , these individual models can be extended to obtain an
aggregated minority clustering model.
More specifically, if the application of fr ∈ F to X produces clustering Πr and clustering modelMr, after Algorithm , an Ewocs minority clustering model ME can be constructed, containing:
• the inner clustering models Mr,
• the size of each cluster pirc in the clusterings Πr,
• and the threshold value s⋆th which separates foreground and background objects.
The process of classifying a new object xx using the obtained model M is described in Algo-
rithm . It follows the main steps of the previous Algorithm , but replacing the application of
new clustering functions fr ∈ F , by that of the previously obtained clustering models Mr (line ).
After all models have been applied, the average score of the object is found (line ), and the object
is deemed to belong to the foreground or background cluster according to whether its score exceeds
the previously found threshold (line ).
 Weak Clustering
As stated in Section ., the theoretical properties of the Ewocs algorithm depend only on the
condition of the used clustering family being consistent. We believe that the requirements for
being consistent, according to Definition , should be fairly loose—and that, hence, the Ewocs
algorithm is suitable for use with weak clustering algorithms.
In this context, a clustering function family F is a clustering algorithm which includes elements
of randomness. Each sequence of random values will determine a member function of the family.
From a conceptual point of view, drawing a function fr from the family F will hence correspond
to drawing a sequence of random values to be later used by the algorithm. From a computational
one, it can correspond, for instance, to choosing a seed value for the algorithm’s internal random
number generator.

Algorithm  Classification using an Ewocs clustering model
Input: An Ewocs minority clustering model ME = ({Mr},{size(pirc)}, s+th)
Input: An object xx
Output: The cluster pix ∈ {pib, pif} to which xx would belong
: Initialize the accumulated score of the object xx to zero,
s+x = 0
: For r = 1 to R do
: Apply the clustering model Mr to obtain the grade of membership of xx to each pirc
(grade(xx, pir1) . . .grade(xx, pirkr)) =Mr(xx)
: Update the accumulated score of the object
s+x ← s+x + srx = s+x + ∑
pirc∈Πr grade(xx, pirc) ⋅ size(pirc)
: Find the final average score of the object
s⋆Rz = s+zR
: Assign the object to the foreground or background cluster, pif or pib, according to the relation
between its average score and the separating threshold
piz = { pif if s⋆Rz ≥ s⋆thpib if s⋆Rz < s⋆th
: Return The object cluster piz
Weak clustering algorithms include, for instance, splitting by random hyperplanes and combi-
nation in random subspaces as proposed by Topchy et al. (). In particular, Section  contains
an estimation of the consistency of the former over a number of datasets. Its results shall provide
an empirical assessment of the suitability of weak clustering families for use within Ewocs, and of
the strength—or weakness—of the consistency requirement.
 Threshold Determination
The last step of the Ewocs algorithm is that of determining, from the sequence of scores s⋆1 . . . s⋆n
found by the ensemble clustering process, a threshold value s⋆th which separates foreground and
background objects.
One approach to this problem, appropriate to unsupervised minority clustering, was presented
in our previous work on relation detection (Gonzàlez and Turmo, ). It uses a simple heuristic
to determine the threshold value for scores generated by Ewocs, and arises from the observation
of the distribution of the sorted sequence of scores of the clustered objects. An example of such
distribution appears in Figure , for a run of Ewocs on the Toy data in Figure .
As observed in the figure, a small number of instances are assigned high scores whereas a large
number are assigned low ones, presumably corresponding to foreground and background objects,
respectively. The score sequence follows thus the shape of a decreasing convex function. This
phenomenon was recurrent across most of the tested datasets.
The cutoff point should try to separate these two regions. Intuitively, this point will lie in the
region of maximum convexity of the curve, and hence close to the lower left corner of the plot. This
idea leads to the criterion to which we will refer as Dist, and which, as an approximate but efficient
way to determine the threshold, minimizes the distance from the origin in a normalized plot of the
For the sake of simplicity, we will be omitting in this section the R subindex from s⋆Ri, as we believe there is no
risk of confusion with other than the final scores.

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Figure : Accumulated score distribution (Toy data)
scores.
The first step in this criterion is hence sorting the objects xi ∈ X by decreasing scores assigned
to them by the Ewocs algorithm, so that, in the sequence s⋆1 . . . s⋆n, ∀i ∶ s⋆i ≥ s⋆i+1. These scores are
then linearly mapped to the range [0 . . .1], obtaining normalized versions s¯⋆i :
s¯⋆i = s⋆i −min s⋆jmax s⋆j −min s⋆j ()
Then, the distance from the origin in the normalized plot is found for each object, and that at the
minimum distance is selected as cutoff object xth:
dist(xi) = √(s¯⋆i )2 + (i/max i)2 ()
xth = arg min
xi∈X dist(xi) ()
This object is the one marked as Dist in Figure . Its score, s⋆th, is the one returned as threshold
value.
Even if this simple procedure was successfully used to obtain a threshold on the application of
Ewocs to the task of relation detection (Gonzàlez and Turmo, ), we believe that the better
understanding of Ewocs provided by its theoretical analysis can help in developing new methods—
which may detect more accurate threshold scores. This thus remains an open line of research.
 Evaluation
In order to estimate the degree to which the consistency requirement—imposed by the Ewocs
algorithm on clustering families—is realistic, we have performed a small series of experiments on
synthetic data. In particular, the consistency of one particular weak clustering algorithms has been
empirically assessed.
Next sections give details about the evaluation procedure. Section . describes the used
datasets, and Section . describes the evaluation protocol, including the considered metrics. Fi-
nally, Section . exposes and briefly discusses the obtained results.
. Data
For our evaluation, we have prepared a number of synthetic datasets where foreground Gaussian
sources are embedded within a set of uniformly distributed background objects. Several parameters,
such as the number of sources, the number of foreground and background objects and the means

Number of dimensions 2, 3, 5, 8
Data range [−2.0 . . . + 2.0]
Number of background samples 5400 . . . 12000
Number of foreground sources 3 . . . 8
Number of foreground samples 700 . . . 1800
Variance within foreground sources 0.125 . . . 0.25
Minimum distance between foreground sources 0.75
Table : Parameter range for synthetic dataset generation
Cons M-Det µ-Det Cons M-Det µ-Det
 Dimensions 81.82 96.10 94.48  Dimensions 100.00 100.00 100.00
 Dimensions 100.00 100.00 100.00  Dimensions 100.00 100.00 100.00
Table : Consistency of the proposed weak clustering algorithms (Synth data)
and variances of the Gaussian sources, were chosen at random. A summary of the ranges of these
parameters can be found in Table .
In total,  such parameter settings have been generated. For each setting,  datasets using
them were generated, and the whole -dataset collection was used in the evaluation.
. Protocol
For each dataset in the collection,  runs of the splitting by random hyperplanes weak clustering
algorithm of Topchy et al. were performed, and the source affinities were estimated from the
co-occurrence matrices of these  clusterings. We have then reported the fraction of datasets
with which the considered methods are consistent (Cons), as well as, more precisely, the fraction
of sources which are detectable by them—both macro- (M-Det) and micro-averaged (µ-Det) by
dataset.
. Results
Table  contains the values of consistency and averaged source detectability of the different weak
clustering algorithms, estimated over all datasets. Given that more dimensional data will exhibit a
larger degree of sparsity which may render the results not comparable with those of lower dimen-
sional datasets, we have opted to present the results segregated by the number of dimensions in the
datasets.
As seen in the table, our hypothesis that weak clustering algorithms are consistent with data
generated by dense and local sources seems clearly corroborated by the empirical evidence coming
from these experiments. We have found the property to hold in all tested datasets for -, - and
-dimensional data. Only for -dimensional datasets, the algorithm fails to detect some of the
sources—more specifically, a 5.52% of them. Overall, for these two methods full consistency is only
achieved in over fourth fifths (81.83%) of the datasets. These results also confirm the intuition that
-dimensional datasets, being less sparse, are harder to deal with.
However, even if perfect consistency is not achieved, the fact that, in the worst of the cases, more
than 94% of the sources are detectable suggests that the consistency assumption is realistic—we
are working with a very weak clustering algorithm—and also that the lack of full consistency may
not necessarily hamper the actual performance of the Ewocs algorithm.
We find this results encouraging, and invite us to continue researching on minority clustering
using Ewocs. In particular, we expect to be able to perform a systematic evaluation on a real
clustering task briefly, using real-world data in addition to synthetic ones. And, as mentioned, our
previous work (Gonzàlez and Turmo, ) already contains an evaluation of Ewocs on the task
of relation detection, which prove the suitability of the approach for real-world problems.

 Conclusions
In this report, we have considered the problem of minority clustering, contrasting it with regular
all-in clustering. We have identified a key limitation of existing minority clustering algorithms—
namely, we have seen how the approaches proposed so far for minority clustering are supervised, in
the sense that they require the number and distribution of the foreground clusters, as well as the
background distribution, as input.
The fact that, in supervised learning and all-in clustering tasks, combination methods have been
successfully applied to obtain distribution-free learners, even from the output of weak individual
algorithms, has led us to present a novel ensemble minority clustering algorithm, Ewocs, suitable
for weak clustering combination.
After being used in previous work in relation detection, the Ewocs algorithms has now been
formalized, and its properties have been theoretically proved under a set of weak constraints. The
fact that these constraints are realistic, and that they can be fulfilled by weak clustering algorithms,
has been empirically assessed using synthetic data. This confirmation open the doors to further
work—in particular, to future full-fledged evaluations of Ewocs on minority clustering datasets,
coming from synthetic and real-world sources.
At the light of the results, we believe that the Ewocs algorithm can be an effective method
for ensemble minority clustering, and that it allows the building of competitive and unsupervised
approaches to the task. It is appealing because of its simplicity, flexibility and theoretical well-
foundedness, and can hence be taken into account for clustering on a diversity of domains, where
unsupervised minority clustering tasks may be the rule and not the exception.
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Appendix: Fuzzy Set Theory
As a reference for readers unfamiliar with them, this appendix contains a short definition of two
key concepts of fuzzy set theory, which have been used in the report.
Definition A (Fuzzy set)
A fuzzy set over an ordinary set X is a pair X˜ = (X , fX˜), where fX˜ ∶ X → [0,1] is the
membership function (or characteristic function) of X˜ . For xi ∈ X , fX˜(x) expresses
the grade of membership of xi to X˜ , and will often be denoted as grade(xi, X˜ )
(Zadeh, )
Definition B (Fuzzy c-partition)
A fuzzy c-partition (or fuzzy pseudopartition) of an ordinary set X is a family of fuzzy
sets Π = {pi1 . . . pik} over X such that
∀x ∈ X ∶ ∑
pic∈Π fpic(x) = 1∀pic ∈ Π ∶ 0 < ∑
x∈X fpic(x) < ∥X ∥
(Bezdek, ; Klir and Yuan, )
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